
 
Year 5 Maths Tasks – Monday 30th March 2020 

 
It is a very strange feeling not seeing all the lovely, smiley Year 5 faces every day. I hope you are staying safe and well. 

We have worked so hard this term to improve and secure our written methods for addition, subtraction, multiplication and 

division. We don’t want your skills and fluency to regress whilst you are working at home so we are going to work through some 

methods and calculations to help keep your skills as sharp as possible.  
 

Parents: The children are using the ‘column’ method of addition which is the same as the way you were taught at school. We do 

exercises like these at least once a week in class and have been applying these through recent arithmetic tests, so the children 

should be able to tell you which column they are working in. Once they are secure and accurate, help them to move into the 

next column. By the end of year five, they should be fluent in adding whole numbers of more than 4-digits. In class, I would 

expect to see an entire column completed and an attempt at some in the next hardest row.  
 

Children: Focus on your number formations and ensuring your layout is as perfect as it can be. If you have squared paper, you 

can use that. Remember to use one number per box. Finally, remember to copy carefully – lots of your errors happen because 

you have copied the calculation incorrectly! 

 

Adding 3 digits and 3 
digits  

Adding 4 digits and 3 
digits  

Adding 4 digits and 4 
digits  

Adding 5 digits and 5 
digits  

343 + 342 = 685 7454 + 462 = 7916 9579 + 8765 = 18344 56833 + 44105 = 100938 

213 + 908 = 1121  3506 + 115 = 3621 4321 + 9999 = 14320 68640 + 28360 = 97000 

996 + 978 = 1974 4079 + 211 = 4290 9795 + 8969 = 18764 92195 + 17742 = 109937 

597 + 938 = 1535 3904 + 277 = 4181 9699 + 5978 = 15677 28446 + 55824 = 84270 

678 + 573 = 1251 2733 + 664 = 3397 9754 + 5979 = 15733 68586 + 75019 = 143605 

976 + 555 = 1531 1446 + 839 = 2285 9699 + 3958 =  17615 94929 + 68567 = 163496 

 
When you have completed your calculation work, apply your skills to these worded problems.  
 

1. Mrs Harris has 237 DVDs in her cupboard. If she buy 520 more DVDs from Amazon, how many will she 
have in total? 

757 

2. Mrs Donegan has been working in her garden. She planted 382 bulbs on Monday and 415 on Tuesday. 
How many flowers is Mrs Donegan expecting to see altogether?  

797 

3. Mrs Donegan has been having a clear out in the school stationery cupboard, she found 1312 pencils in one 
draw, there were 1532 in another and in another, there were 426! What is the total number of pencil Mrs 
Donegan found?  

3270 

4. Mrs Harris has read 1256 short stories to her son this week. If she reads another 195, how many books will 
she have read in total? 

1451 

5. Mrs Lemon wondered how many flakes of herbs she had in her house. She counted in 1387 pieces of 
oregano and then counted 2531 flakes of coriander. What is the sum total if she adds the two amounts 
together? 

3918 

6. Mrs Harris and Mrs Lewis were sorting out the Science and History books in the library. On the Science 
shelf there were 36054 and on the history shelf there were 2425. How many were there altogether?  

38479 

7. Mrs Harris and her family have been cutting down trees in their garden. They then weighed the garden 
waste. They had three large bags weighing 14789g, 13245g and 1893g each. What is the total weight in 
grams?  

29927 

8. Mrs Lemon thinks she has more CDs and DVDs than Mrs Donegan does so she counts them. She finds 
11389 DVDs and 12976 CDs in her house.  How many does she have altogether?  

       24365 

9. Mr Neighbour is helping Mrs Moore count all the stationery in the school. In the photocopiers, he found 
21378 pieces of paper and in the paper store, he found 87654 pieces of paper. How many sheets of paper 
does the school have altogether?  

     109032 

 

Further Tasks: In order to continue applying the column method for addition, you could roll a dice a set number of times e.g. 4 

and record the digits down to create a four digit number which can then be used alongside another number to create a sum 

which can then be calculated. Can you use your estimating skills? Can you round the number to the nearest 100 or 1000 to 

estimate the answer?   


